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 Sophie is a music drama that follows a young retired theatre actress as she talks to reporters about her family and career. As 
the story unfolds Sophie’s life transforms from a cheerful illusion to a brutal reality where nothing is as it seems. The listener gets a 
first row seat to the innermost corners of the protagonist’s mind as she journeys through self awareness. The music transforms from 
the modal center of the Lydian scale to the more chromatic and diminished tones of the Octatonic scale. Each character’s theme 
undergoes alterations from the pitch center that portrays stability to the one that creates unsteadiness in the character. But this 
instability comes not from a fall to madness, but rather from the uncovering of the truth. As Sophie becomes saner she falls apart.  
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Sophie - Soprano 
 
1 Flute 
1 Clarinet in B flat 
1 Bassoon 
 
1 Horn in F 
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 The set should be relatively simple: a mirror on stage right and maybe a couch or a chair. A blanket should 
be available for Scene 5 – The Baby. Sophie will be talking to the audience as if they are reporters until the 
reporters disappear on Scene 7 – Lizzy’s Ghost. At the end of Scene 8 – The End the lights should come off as 
soon as Sophie says “Welcome.”  
  
The texts in boxes are spoken at any speed making sure that it falls within the bars indicated. When the box 
is in a bar with fermatas the Conductor must wait for the Soprano to finish her speech before the orchestra plays 
again. 
The scenes are meant to be performed one after the other with no stop until the end. 
 
Stage directions are indicated in italics and bold.  
 
Accidentals carry through the bar.  
 
Score is transposing. 
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I wasn't expecting you so early! 
You must have so many questions!




































































Walk off stage left










Allegro q = 80B
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 Well I must say I am no cook, but it is looking very well!
Listens to a question 
about the Theatre




Oh I have been acting ever since I remember! The Theater has always been part of my life.
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the aud ience clapped, Oh,
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how the aud ience clapped, when
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used to talk to me at night, she
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Scene 2 - John
 
Oh it is almost five o' clock!
 
Soph.
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Vigoroso ma meno mosso q. = 68H




















































































Scene 3 - Lizzy
The phone is ringing!
I will just be a moment Exit stage left
pizz.
Return to center stage
 
















I look in to your eyes, I
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feel the strength that you give me. When
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She will be coming this 
evening for dinner!
You know, if there is anyone who 
has supported me the most in my life, 
it has been my sister lizzy!
I don't know what my life would 
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til the end. But,
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Let me boil some water for tea Exits stage right
Scene 4 - The Theatre Twisted
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Of course I will go back to the theatre!
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are nightswhere I wake up in tears. My
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What's done can not be un done,
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What's done can not be un done, What's done can not be un done, What's done can not be un done!!!
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want to go back,
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need to go back, I
p
want to go back, I need to go back, when can I go back?When
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Oh! What terrible nightmares I have sometimes!
 
Of course I shall return!
I cant stay away for too long Tea is ready!
 





































Come back to center stage and look at the clock
 





















































It's almost 7 and John still has not come!
 


















































































Lit tle ba by close your eyes and dream,
f
of the stars in the sky. Lit
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is my ba by, where is he hi ding?
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Scene 6 - My Pretty Walls
5 5
Nervous - fake smile
 
Ha-ha! I am sorry!
 
I am sure John has the baby...
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This room seems so cold and empty.
 
I never noticed how the walls are so closed in..
 
















did my house shrink down
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Scene 7 - Lizzy's Ghost
Someone's coming!
 
Someone's coming,... Someone bad. 
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Soph.
They always come at this time... But I always forget....
 
































Repeat this over and over in a franctic way until the 3 beats of the cymbal
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Hang the question in the air.
(The reporters are gone) Where did they all go?
 
Is the interview over?
 
Did I say goodbye? Did they take a picture of me?!
3
Look in the mirror
 




My hair is all wrong! And my face! Whose face is that? 
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My cheeks so sunk? My skin so pale? How long have I been alone?
 
Oh Lizzy I am so glad you've come!
Something is not right.
My baby....
Kneel down
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Scene 8 - The end
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